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The iSEEK™ Education Search Blade
The iSEEK™ Education Searchblade, is an
advanced linguistic discovery tool which gives
educators and students access to over 300,000
approved authoritative education resources.
The iSEEK™ Education Searchblade enables
teachers and students to search within a field or
domain of knowledge to find information that is
reputable and authoritative in that area. More
than mere collections of hand-picked sites, the
Education Searchblade identifies and searches
through relevant, trustworthy sources to bring
you results that matter.

Target information with Intelligent iViews™

Through our iView™ technology, you can dynamically and instantly target results that are
relevant to you. iSEEK™ analyzes your search results each time you do a query—identifying
grade level, topics, people, dates and more—and organizes your results for you. Rather than
wading through a mini-web of thousands of results, one by one, in some indiscernible order,
you are guided to a specific set of relevant results with the iViews™.

Simple Searching through Natural Language

With just iSEEK™, you can use natural language your search. Instead of relying on keyword,
iSEEK™ understands the meanings and concepts embedded in the questions you ask and
retrieves relevant information. No more strategically selecting keywords, revising them, and
researching them to get the results you want—simply ask questions and get immediate
answers.

Customize iSEEK™ with MySEEK™

MySEEK™ enhances your web experience by allowing you to add personalized news feeds,
tools, and search updates to your iSEEK™ home page. You are able to customize iSEEK™
actions and performance to your preferences, save, organize, and search your favorites.
Make iSEEK™ your personal launch pad for whatever it is you do on the Web, and
rediscover what the Web has to offer.

MySEEK™ Bookmarking

MySEEK allows you to access your bookmarks and saved searches from anywhere. You can
simply bookmark any search result or information that looks interesting, and then later
search against your bookmarked results for particular information.
Discover new connections between different sites and among various sources that you
weren't aware of before. Revolutionize your research skills by gathering, consolidating, and
analyzing information effortlessly. Save time while achieving more—simply, intuitively, and
intelligently.

iSEEK™ Browser Search

iSEEK™ Browser Search keeps targeted discovery at your fingertips, without taking up extra
screen space and without requiring you to navigate to a new page first. Simply type your
query or question into the search box in the upper-left-hand corner of your browser screen,
and iSEEK™ will do the rest.

To Add iSEEK™ to your Website Visit
iseek.com/browsersearch
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